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Abstract—Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Haar
wavelet transform are very important transforms in image
compression. While DCT works extremely well for highly
correlated data, the Haar transform gives superior results for
images exhibiting rapid gradient variations. The objective of this
paper is to combine the advantages of these 2 transforms into one
transform in order to get better peak-signal-to-noise-ratio
(PSNR) while keeping good compression ratio. Following the
JPEG, our first approach was to apply separately on each 8x8
block the Haar and the DCT transforms. A signaling bit along
the transform that gave better PSNR is transmitted. This
approach gave better PSNR than each one separately. Our
second approach was to construct a new hybrid transform which
is a combination of these 2 transforms. We mixed both DCT and
Haar transforms into one transform. We derived the new
transform coding formulas. We applied our hybrid transform on
each block obtained. Results show that our approach
outperforms the existing DCT and Haar methods, keeps good
quality of the image even for high compression ratios, gives a
higher PSNR than DCT for the same compression ratio, and
permits better edge recovery than the Haar transform.
Keywords—: Image compression, DCT, Haar, Wavelet, hybrid.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Image compression is an efficient technique of reducing the
size of data representing an image that is highly correlated. The
purpose of image compression is to save memory and
transmission time [1]. There are different methods in which
image can be compressed. One of the most common
compressed graphic image formats is the JPEG format which is
based on the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [2]. Another
most commonly transform used in image compression is the
Wavelet transform. One of the simplest wavelet is the Haar
wavelet. It is based on doing average and difference operations
on the image intensity values [3]. Note that JPEG applies DCT
with a zigzag quantization that makes the compression visually
lossless. JPEG 2000 [4] uses the Wavelet Transform in their
compression scheme. DCT is well suited for highly correlated
data. It does a kind of de-correlation [5] for those data and has
the property of energy compactness. Energy compactness
means that DCT tries to concentrate energy or information in
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some elements of the block instead of spreading it in the whole
block. This helps in increasing the compression since we are
only interested in the elements that contain the maximum
energy needed. On the other hand, the Haar transform [6]
works well for high frequencies and achieves a high
compression ratio while maintaining the quality of the image. It
is very well performant for images that have rapid gradient
variations. Combining DCT and DWT was done in [7] and [8]
by applying the discrete cosine transform on the discrete
wavelet transform coefficients. In [9] Hybrid matrices are
generated using a combination of various matrices like DCT,
Hadamard and Kekre’s Transform.
II. A HYBRID DCT-HAAR BLOCK COMPRESSION
A. Method Concept
DCT and Haar are well known and used compression
transformations especially in the well-known JPEG
compression. Our method is based on combining both of them.
It will achieve a better peak signal to noise ratio PSNR while
keeping a good compression ratio.
The method consists of the following steps:
• Dividing the image into 8x8 blocks
• Computing the DCT and Haar transforms for each block
• Applying a certain quantization
• Computing the inverse transform of each result
• Getting the PSNR of both results
• Sending the block with the highest PSNR
• Sending a signaling bit indicating the type of the
transform (DCT or Haar).
This process is illustrated in Fig 1.

Fig. 1. Process description from sender
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It can be seen that a part of the receiver’s job is available in the
sender process. Once the receiver gets the block, it does the
corresponding inverse transform based on the signaling bit
received.
For illustration, consider the block of Fig. 2.

2) Haar quantization:
After applying the Haar transform, the values that are less
than a threshold α are zeroed. The remaining values are kept.
An illustration is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Haar quantization

Fig. 2. Process illustration

Fig. 2 represents as well the recovered blocks via the DCT and
Haar transforms. PSNR of the DCT block is higher. This
indicates that DCT gives a better recovery for this block.
Therefore, the quantized DCT transform of the original block
must be sent to the receiver. It is accompanied by a signaling
bit to indicate the DCT transform.
B. Energy compactness and Quantization
Energy compactness and quantization (or simply in this
paper we call it quantization) is used to take the useful
information from the 8x8 block. The remaining information is
put to zero in order not to be sent to the receiver. Quantization
is applied differently on DCT and Haar blocks.
1) DCT quantization:
The DCT transform concentrates the low frequencies that
contain useful information in the upper left corner of the
block. DCT quantization consists on keeping the low
frequencies and zeroing the other entries. Therefore, in 8x8
blocks, mxm sub-block in the upper left corner of the block is
kept while the other entries are put to zero. An illustration is
shown in Fig. 3.

C. Compression Ratio
After applying the quantization, the compression ratio
must be calculated to see the efficiency of the algorithm. To
do a fair comparison between the different algorithms, we
have calculated it in the following manner for an 8-bit
monochrome image. For the DCT blocks, the number of zero
elements must be counted and multiplied by 8. Then the
number of the DCT blocks must be subtracted from the result.
This is done because a signaling bit is sent to tell the nature of
the transform applied to the block.
The same is applied for the Haar transform. In addition, for
non-zero elements, their place in the block should be sent so
that the receiver knows where to place the entry. Therefore, 6
additional bits are needed to specify the row and column of
each non-zero entry. In fact, we have 8 rows, so 3 bits are
needed to encode the row number. The same applies for the
column. Therefore, the product of 6 and the number of nonzero elements should be subtracted from the previous result. A
diagram of the process is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Compression ratio calculation

The values obtained from DCT and Haar blocks should be
added. Let R be the result. The compression ratio will be as
shown in (1).
Fig. 3. DCT quantization
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CR=

R
8* number of pixels in the image

(1)

D. Simulation and Results
To validate our proposed methods, we used a set of 4
greyscale images: Barbara, Boat, Peppers and Lena that are
represented respectively in Fig. 6. The size of each image is
512x512.
Fig. 8. Relation between m and CR

Fig. 6. Images used

In order to compare our method to the Haar transform,
different values for the parameter α are used and the PSNR
value for each α is calculated. For the DCT blocks chosen in
our method, m is set to 4. Plots of α versus PSNR values for
different images are shown in Fig. 9.

The efficiency of our method is tested in this section. It must
be compared to the DCT and Haar transforms applied on 8x8
blocks using the same quantization method.
In order to compare our method with the DCT transform,
different values for the parameter m are used and the PSNR
value for each m is calculated. For the Haar blocks chosen in
our method, α is set to 15. Plots of m versus PSNR values for
different images are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. Haar threshold α vs PSNR for different images using haar and our
method

Fig. 7. DCT parameter m vs PSNR for different images using DCT and our
method

It is clear that our method gives a higher PSNR than Haar for
the same value of α for those images especially when there is
more compression. In fact a large value of α means that a
bigger portion of the block is set to zero i.e. more compression
is involved and thus a smaller PSNR value.
Fig.10 shows the relation between α and the CR for the Boat
image.

It is clear that our method gives a higher PSNR than DCT for
the same value of m for those images especially when there is
more compression. In fact a small value of m means that a
bigger portion of the block is set to zero i.e. more compression
is involved. More compression means a smaller PSNR value.
The relation between m and the compression ratio (CR) for the
Boat image is shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10. Relation between α and CR

Fig. 12. Error images after applying haar and our method

The results show that our method outperforms the DCT and
Haar transforms for those four images. In addition, for the
Barbara image where there are a lot of high frequencies due to
the big number of edges, it is clear that our method has a
better recovery than DCT and Haar.
To investigate more, DCT and our method are applied for the
4 images for the same compression ratio as shown in Fig. 11.

The error reflects the ability to recover the images’ edges.
Therefore, our method gives a better PSNR than DCT and
better edge recovery than Haar.
In order to see the
performance of our method, the thresholds α of Haar and m of
DCT are varied. This is accompanied by presenting the
percentage of the sent DCT blocks for the Pepper image.
Results are shown in Table I.
TABLE I. VARIATION OF α AND M FOR PEPPER IMAGE
Threshold
α 5
15
25
35
for
Haar
blocks
m=3 (for DCT blocks)
Percentage of
3.271484
68.79883
80.98145
86.25488
DCT blocks
Compression
40.81726
71.31433
74.52049
75.40245
ratio (%)
PSNR (dB)
41.97367
35.67078
34.15795
33.32225
m=4 (for DCT blocks)
Percentage of
7.446289
79.1748
88.5498
92.38281
DCT blocks
Compression
39.48746
60.32076
62.00457
62.18891
ratio (%)
PSNR (dB)
42.00663
36.29016
35.11305
34.56648
m=6 (for DCT blocks)
Percentage of
DCT blocks
Compression
ratio (%)
PSNR (dB)

Fig. 11. Relation vs hybrid block method

Fig.11shows that our method gives a PSNR better than that of
DCT for the same compression ratio. Applying Haar and our
method for the same compression ratio as illustrated in Fig.12
shows that the error of recovery via the Haar transform in all
images is bigger than the error produced from our method.
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25.24414

92.84668

96.99707

97.90039

28.40385
42.3059

25.55332
38.3067

24.9011
37.9219

24.56732
37.809

Table I. shows that for any value of m, increasing α leads to
more compression. However, for the same α increasing m
leads to less compression. Compression ratio and PSNR are
inversely proportional. In fact, increasing the compression
leads to a sacrifice in the image quality. The percentage of the
DCT blocks taken is affected by the values of α and m.
Increasing α for a fixed m leads to take more DCT blocks
because big values of α lead to a high compression and low
PSNR for Haar blocks. This makes the sender choose more
DCT blocks. For a fixed value of α, decreasing m leads to
choosing more Haar blocks. This can be explained in the same
manner as before. Overall, examining the values of the table
can help in choosing the best α and m to be applied in the
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algorithm. For α=15 and m=4, the compression ratio is
acceptable and the PSNR value indicates a good quality of the
image. Therefore, those values (for 8x8 blocks) are chosen to
be applied in the compression algorithm of our method.

Where

(O) is the vectorized version of O ,
( ) is the vectorized version of ,
M is a 64x64 matrix to be determined.
M can be expressed in terms of the Haar or the DCT bases. It
can represent 4 cases as shown in Fig. 14.

III. A HYBRID DCT-HAAR TRANSFORM
A. Motivation
The previous Section was mainly about sending DCT
or Haar blocks based on the better PSNR value. A natural
extension of this method is to combine these 2 transforms in
one block. This method permits to omit the additional
signaling bits sent to the receiver which leads to more
compression. Taking advantage of the energy compactness
property of DCT and the efficiency of the Haar transform, we
suggest a process where a hybrid DCT-Haar block is used.
The way this block is formed is illustrated in Fig. 13.

Fig. 14. Nature of the matrix M

If A is a full DCT block, then M will be in terms of the DCT
basis. If A is a full Haar block, then M will be in terms of the
Haar basis. In our case, A is a mixture of DCT and Haar.
Therefore, M should be in terms of both the DCT and Haar
bases. Note that M is of size n2xn2 for an nxn block and that
the way M is calculated permits it to be generic i.e. it can be
applicable to any transform or combination of transforms
having the form of (2).
1) Generation of the M matrix for DCT or Haar blocks
Before starting to generate M, let us consider the
following simple example of Fig. 15. It consists of finding the
matrix A given the values of B and O.

Fig. 13. The hybrid block

The process consists of the following steps:
• Dividing the image into 8x8 blocks
• Computing the DCT and Haar transforms for each block
based on (2)
O = BABT

(2)

Where A is the 8x8 original block,
B is the 8x8 DCT or Haar basis
O is the 8x8 DCT or Haar block.
• Applying quantization as explained in Section II.
Basically the DCT parameter m will be set to 4 and the
Haar threshold α will be set to 15.
• Combining the two transforms in one block as follows:
the upper left 4x4 sub block is formed by taking the upper
left 4x4 sub block of the DCT result obtained in the
previous step. The remaining entries are taken from the
Haar block as indicated in Fig. 13. Then the block is sent.
• Block recovery at the receiver side.
B. Computing the DCT and Haar Transforms
DCT and Haar transforms are computed by applying
(2). Equation (2) is equivalent to an equation of the following
form:
(3)
(O)=M( )
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Fig. 15. Simple example

Expanding the system of Fig. 15 leads to what is shown in Fig
16.

Fig. 16. Simple example (continued)
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Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show how we can transform (2) to (3) for
A being a 2x2 block and B and O being any 2 matrices. The
same applies for any nxn block. In our case A is an 8x8 block.
In order to get the general formula of M for any nxn block, a
general form of A and B are taken. The results appear in Fig.
17 and Fig. 18.ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss.

Fig. 19. Algorithm for generating the M matrix

2) Generation of the M matrix for mixed blocks
The receiver has the value of the block O and it knows the
DCT and Haar bases. Therefore, it can generate their
corresponding M matrices as explained in 1). Let the M DCT
matrix be denoted by MD and the M Haar matrix be denoted
by MH. The next step is to build the M of the mixed block
based on the 2 previous M matrices. In fact, (3) can be
illustrated in Fig. 20. Any pixel (oij)k is a linear combination of
the kth row of M and (A) as shown in Fig. 20.

Fig. 17. Matrix M for an 8x8 block

Fig. 20. Transforms’ mechanisms

Fig. 18. Some sub-matrices of M for an 8x8 block

Fig. 18 shows some submatrices of the matrix M. The other
sub matrices can be constructed in the same manner because
there is a repeated pattern. A feasible code to construct M is
presented in Fig. 19.
To construct an M matrix based on the DCT basis, the bij
entries of M should be replaced by their corresponding values
of the DCT basis for 8x8 blocks. If M represents the Haar
transform, the bij entries of M should be replaced by their
corresponding values of the Haar basis for 8x8 blocks. Finding
the M values for mixed blocks is treated in the next
subsection.
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If (oij)k came from the DCT transform, then its value is the
product of the kth row of MD and (A). If not, then its value is
the product of the kth row of MH and (A). Therefore, M of the
mixed block is built by the mixture of MD and MH rows.
C. Quantization
Quantization is done as explained in Section II with m = 4
and α=15. In addition, in this case another thing should be
taken into consideration: the size of the upper left DCT sub
block. We mentioned in the beginning of this chapter that the
upper left 4x4 sub block of each block will be taken as DCT
and the rest of the block as Haar. The reason is shown in Table
II.
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TABLE II. IMPACT OF THE VARIATION OF OF THE DCT SUB BLOCK SIZE ON
THE COMPRESSION RATIO AND PSNR
Size of DCT
3x3
4x4
5x5
6x6
sub block
Lena Image

Compression
ratio (%)
PSNR (dB)

76.4123

68.7232

70.1612

71.6879

34.8741

36.6782

30.5713

23.3771

55.4782

59.3341

63.8529

35.5292

21.5082

11.7197

Barbara Image

Compression
ratio (%)
PSNR (dB)

60.7033
34.0869

Boat Image

Compression
ratio (%)
PSNR (dB)

72.273

65.5966

67.7422

70.0052

33.5006

35.0028

26.9464

19.837

Peppers Image

Compression
ratio (%)
PSNR (dB)

78.0358

69.8621

71.1138

72.3528

34.2833

35.8588

29.0484

23.0514
Fig. 21. Comparison between Hybrid transform and Hybrid block transform

Table II groups the compression ratio and the PSNR
obtained after applying the algorithm on the 4 images and
varying the size of the DCT sub-block.
It can be seen that for the 4 images, the 4x4 sub-block always
gives the highest PSNR with a good compression ratio.
Therefore a 4x4 DCT sub-block will be used for the rest of
this section. Table II reveals that for high compression ratios
the PSNR can be good or low depending on the size of the
DCT sub-block. In fact, if the majority of the block is taken as
DCT, the PSNR is low (5x5 or 6x6 DCT sub block). This
reflects the strength of the Haar transform that must be used
along with DCT in JPEG.

It is very clear that taking the image on the pixel level or
micro level results in a better PSNR for the same compression
ratio. Another comparison between our method and the DCT
transform is shown in Fig. 22. The threshold a of the Haar
transform is set to 15.

D. Block Recovery
If M is invertible, then M-1 is used to get . There is
nothing that guarantees the invertibility of M. Therefore, we
can get by getting the pseudo inverse of M or simply the
transpose of M and multiplying the answer by O as shown in
(4).
=M

(O)

(4)

Then
should be arranged correctly to get the 8x8
recovered block .
E. Compression Ratio
The compression ratio in this case depends only on the
non-zero values sent per block. There are no additional
signaling bits indicating the type of the block as in Section II.
F. Experimental Results
In order to assess the performance of treating differently
the pixels of the same block versus the method proposed in
Section II, the two algorithms are tested and compared for the
4 images. To make a fair comparison 8x8 blocks are taken, m
is set to 4 and the threshold a of the Haar transform varies in
the same manner for both methods. The results are shown in
Fig. 21.
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Fig. 22. DCT vs Hybrid block method

Fig.22. shows that our method gives a high PSNR than
the DCT transform even when more compression is achieved.
Further investigations show that the hybrid method
outperforms the Haar and the hybrid block method when it
comes to conserving the edges. The results are shown in Fig.
23.
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image even for high compression ratios, giving a higher PSNR
than DCT for the same compression ratio, and permitting
better edge recovery than the Haar transform.
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IV. CONCLUSION
This paper showed that combining DCT and Haar
transforms gives better results than using each one alone. It
tried to take benefit of the advantages of both transforms while
minimizing the effects of the weaknesses of each one of them.
Two different combinations were shown, explained and tested.
Section II examined the possibility to divide the image into
8x8 blocks. A DCT or a Haar transform of the block is sent to
the receiver along with a signaling bit indicating the nature of
the transform. The choice of the transform is based on getting
the PSNR of the recovered block and sending the transform of
the highest PSNR of the recovered block. This requires a kind
of decoder in the sender side. Section III tackled the
possibility of combining both transforms in one block. It
derived the equation of the matrix M needed to recover the
hybrid block. M is a mixture of DCT and Haar basis. It was
decided that DCT is applied to the upper left corner of the
block because DCT performs very well on low frequencies.
The remaining parts of the blocks are transformed via Haar.
Results revealed that for the same parameter m of the DCT
transform, our methods always give a higher PSNR than the
DCT transform applied alone. For the same threshold a, our
methods always give better edge recovery than the Haar
transform. Therefore, our methods increase the PSNR
obtained by the DCT transform and enhance the edge recovery
of the Haar transform. Note that the second approach gave
better results than the first one because it explores the different
features of the same block. However it requires heavier
computations than the first one. Combining DCT and Haar is
very well performant and can enhance the performance of the
JPEG transform. This is done by keeping good quality of the
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